The research ﬁles vol. XX: Raziel

I invoked the Archangel Raziel on the 15th of June 2017, so this year. Reason? I wanted to
improve my skills & I have unfortunately reached my limit as a mage. There is such a thing,
yes. As I mention in a previous article, I am not able summon more energy than I can handle,
as the regular mage is subject to. I wanted to become stronger and more power, thereby
leading to more eﬀective rituals with better results.
I used Jupiterian correspondences, since Neptune has no place in the seven days out of which
a week is made up, and Neptune is the modern ruler of the zodiac sign Pisces, and Jupiter the
classical ruler. It went well and when I did so, he appeared as a large man in blue robe with
brown sandals, and gold-plated bangles. He looks diﬀerent from other Archangels. He had
long, black hair that looked wet. Plus, he looked older & wore a thorn crown similar to the one
Jesus wore during the Cruciﬁxion. He appeared really tall in the beginning (3 or 4 meters tall),
but took a smaller shape for my convenience. So shrunk himself. He had a staﬀ in this hand
with a corn-looking top & looked native american. Most angels that I invoke look like men in
their 20’s, but he looked more like 40.
I wanted Him to either teach me how to reach my goal or bestow that trait upon me; his
reaction “You can choose; I can either give you what you want or teach you how to do so but
I prefer the former”. “Don’t expect wondrous things however, an average amount of power
will be given to you”. Results would be visible after 2 weeks, but I like the fact that now, after
10 days, I can conclude this operation a success already. Funny thing is that he tickled me a
few hours beforehand. I was lying down and felt a strong tickle under my knees, but nothing
was there. I was almost like a snake bit me there, but in a good way.
What have I seen in the form of results? My invocations are more intense for one; Since
Him, I have invoked about 4 spirits. First one was the Goetia spirit Zepar and I held the ritual
in an hour where Mars ruled, since I didn’t want to wait until the Sun had its turn. To my
amazement, Zepar showed me red wings instead of his golden ones. I’m talking fully red and
made the comment, when I was recording an audio entry for a customer for which I invoked
him that he wasn’t a demon. Me: “I invoked the demon Zepar for you”…I hear all of a sudden
“I’m not a demon”.
2nd one was the archangel Anael; He looked diﬀerent too this time; clothing was thicker and
a few other minor diﬀerences. Plus he gave me some intense dreams, for the ﬁrst time.
Never before has he done so.
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3rd, was the archangel Zadkiel; he too, looked diﬀerent. Wasn’t Caucasian this time and
dressed more elaborate too. Plus he told me when I had a goal for myself in mind where the
law applied, “I’m not going to do anything illegal for you”..I had not even asked Him. I was
pondering what I should do and all of a sudden I hear that.
Last one was Sitri and oh boy…This was the 2nd time I have invoked Sitri and talk about an
intense ritual. I almost puked.

PS I MEAN NEPTUNE, NOT VENUS IN THE BEGINNING OF THIS VIDEO OF COURSE.
The other thing is that I have been seeing a lot more astral activity too, and am able to
sense congestion in the air, astrally. I can “hear” energy at work, which wasn’t the case
before.

So there you have it; success, once again. Thank you, Raziel.
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